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NEW QUESTION: 1
An IT company owns a web product in AWS that provides discount
restaurant information to customers. It has used one S3 Bucket
(my_bucket) to store restaurant data such as pictures, menus,
etc. The product is deployed in VPC subnets. The company's
Cloud Architect decides to configure a VPC endpoint for this S3
bucket so that the performance will be enhanced. To be
compliance to security rules, it is required that the new VPC

endpoint is only used to communicate with this specific S3
Bucket and on the other hand, the S3 bucket only allows the
read/write operations coming from this VPC endpoint.
Which two options should the Cloud Architect choose to meet the
security needs?
A. For the S3 bucket "my_bucket", use a S3 bucket policy that
denies all actions if the source VPC Endpoint is no equal to
the endpoint ID that is created.
B. Create a S3 bucket policy in the S3 bucket "my_bucket" which
denies all actions unless the source IP address is equal to the
EC2 public IP (use "IpAddress" condition).
C. In the S3 bucket "my_bucket", add a S3 bucket policy in
which all actions are denied if the source IP address is not
equal to the EC2 public IP (use "NotIpAddress" condition).
D. Modify the security group of the EC2 instance to limit the
outbound actions to the VPC Endpoint if the outgoing traffic
destination is the S3 bucket "my_bucket'".
E. Use a VPC Endpoint policy for Amazon S3 to restrict access
to the S3 Bucket "my_bucket" so that the VPC Endpoint is only
allowed to perform S3 actions on "my_bucket".
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Tell students what to observe during the demonastration2.
Describe each step and then demonstrate it3. Explain tasks
students will have to perform4. Gide students as they practice
the taskWhat is the correct order to perform the above steps
when teaching a manipulative skill?
A. 1, 2, 3, 4
B. 1, 3, 2, 4
C. 3, 1, 2, 4
D. 3, 2, 4, 1
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ein Nachteil einer Anwendungsfilter-Firewall besteht darin,
dass dies dazu fÃ¼hren kann
A. Leistungsabfall aufgrund der angewandten Regeln.
B. Ein Absturz des Netzwerks infolge von BenutzeraktivitÃ¤ten.
C. Verlust von Paketen im Netzwerk aufgrund unzureichender
Bandbreite.
D. IP-Spoofing (Internet Protocol) durch Hacker.
Answer: A
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